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INTRODUCTION

The following report is based upon the results of a magnetometer survey 

B carried out by Sharpe Geophysical Surveys Limited, on a property of Trico 

mm Explorations Limited, in Kilbarry Lake Area of Thunder Bay District, Northern 

Ontario, The survey was started on July 8th, 1956, and was completed on

July 29th, 1956. 

M A Sharpe Magnetometer, with a scale constant of approximately 25 gamma

per division was used in this survey. Lines were cut on this property oriented 

  due North astronomic at 400 foot intervals on its Western section and at #00 

f foot, intervals on its Eastern section* Readings of vertical magnetic intensity

  were taken at 100 foot intervals along these traverse lines except for the

anomalous zones where readings have been taken at 50 foot intervals* Appropriate 

B corrections were made to these readings for the diurnal variation of the magnetic 

m field.

The purpose of the present survey was primarily to locate the zones of 

  iron formation that are believed to underlie this property* 

M LOCATION

The property consists of a group of H claims and is located immediately 

south of Kilbarry Lake, situated about 50 miles north of Lake Nipigon in Thunder
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Bay District, Northern Ontario, Part of this claim group goes into the 

lake. The following are the claim numbers that belong to this propertyi-

K.K. 13630 to 13634 Inclusive

K.K. 13270 to 13278 Inclusive - Total Ik Claims

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The accompanying plan map, on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet, 

shows the distribution of the vertical magnetic intensities and the contours 

which are deduced therefrom,

The results of this survey have indicated the presence of a long Bone 

of strong magnetic intensity striking approximately Bast-northeast. It 

extends from L-0 to L-/+4E across the entire property and remains open on 

both Bides. The approximate strike length of this zone is about 5*000 feet* 

It will be noticed that from L-0 to L-2SE, the zone remains quits broad with* 

out showing any significant alteration in its width. Past L-2&S, going 

towards east, the zone starts to narrow down and on L-i*4E, i.e., on the 

extreme easterly line, the zone has narrowed down to about one-fourth of its 

original width. From this it appears that the eone may pinch off within a 

few hundred feet beyond the eastern boundary of this property, On the 

western end, however, the zone remains very broad and suggests its possible 

extension to the west for a fair length. No actual value could be given to 

the magnetic intensities characterizing this anomalous Bone as the readings
'' .. ' ' ' ' ' Z a

over this zone are all off-scale high readings, which simply indicates that 

the magnetic intensities are greater than 13,000 gamma* Although in the 

absence of the actual value of these off-scale high readings, it is rather 

difficult to make statement regarding the depth of the anomalous Bone, it 

appears from the available readings that the anomalous zone represents rather 

shallow deposit of magnetic formation which has a fairly large width.
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Judging from the strength of the magnetic intensity associated with this 

zone, its taoBt probable cause seems to lie in iron-bearing formations, 

Most of which may be magnetite. However* since the actual value of the 

magnetic intensities are not known, it is not possible to evaluate the 

extent of magnetite concentration within this eons, although of course, 

it could be remarked that magnetic anomaly of above 13*000 gamma is 

representative of a fair amount pf magnetite concentration. The 

comparatively lower magnetic intensity' sones within the nain Bone may 

represent eones of less magnetite concentration. If other iron-bearing 

formations of non-magnetic nature, i.e. Hematite, occur in close associ 

ation with magnetite, this sort of variation in the magnetic anomaly 

could bo expected. The xonas indicated as magnetic lows could be due to 

the presence of some non-magnetic formations that nay lie interbedded with 

the iron-bearing formations. The comparatively narrow tone of high magnetic 

intensity extending from L-28K to L-36K, a couple of hundred feet south of 

the main zone, nay be regarded as a part of the same cone interbedded with 

some less magnetic formations,

In addition to the above main Bone of strong magnetic activity, a 

small stone of high magnetic intensity has been located on L-2QE just south 

of the lake, this, however, does not seem to represent any important 

extension of strike length and the probable cause of this may lie in some 

scattered concentration of magnetite. 

.AKI) ffiGOMHKNDATlONS

From the foregoing discussion, it can bs concluded that a major Bone 

of fairly strong magnetic intensity has been revealed by this survey. This 

zone continues over a distance of nearly 5|000 feet and indicates the 

posoibility of further extension for a fair length to the west* To ascertain
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the economic possibility of this iron deposit, it is advisable to carry 

on some exploratory drilling programme on different sections of the 

anomaly, Accordingly, four drill holes have been recommended. The 

locations of these drill holes has been shown on the map and the necessary 

data concerning them have been presented in the appendix. Since tha aone 

appears to be fairly broad, one vertical drill hole has been recommended 

on its section lying on L.28E,

Respectfully submitted, 

SHARPE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS LIMITED

Gepphysicist.

Dated at Toronto, Ontario,
this 12th day of September, 1956,

T-135



APPENDIX

The following gives the location of the recommended drill holes and 

the necessary data concerning them.

Drill Hole Total Approximate Projected 
Not____ Location Dip Bearing Length Horltontal Depth

l 7+50S on
L-8E 450 ISO0 700' 500'

2+OOS on
L.16E 450 ISO0 700' 500'

2+OOS on
L-28E 900 500'

3+50N on
L-36E 450 ISO0 700' 500'



ASSESSMENT DETAILS ON A MAGNBTOMEXSB SURVEY 
ON A PROPERTY OF TRICO EXPLORATIONS LIMITED, 
KILBARRY LAKE AREA, THUNDER BAY DISTRICT, 
NORTHERN ONTARIO.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

3 Man Crew - 22 Days 

66 x 4 264 Man Days

COSTf

1,750.00

LINKCUTTIHO

6 Man Crew - 9 

6x9 54 " 300.00

OFFICE V.'ORK

Draughting 6 RepoH 

3 Men * 3 Day* 

V x 4

Total

FIELD STAFF

354

255.00

Total 12.305.00

B. W. Perham, Toronto, Ont., Q. McLennan, Toronto, Ont., 
C. Smith, Bathurst, M.B., J4 Allx (Llnecutting Contractor) 
Val d'Or, Quebec.

OFFICK STAFF

A. X. Mousuf, Toronto, Ont*, C. A. Harris, Toronto, Ont*, 
I, J. Harris, Toronto, Ont,

Respectfully submitted, 

SHARPE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IMITED
#*n s -^r

iZdx*
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